HUMAN DIMENSIONS OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE ENV* (HDNRE)

HDNRE 574: Integrated Perspectives in Human Dimensions of Natural Resources and the Environment

3 Credits
Introduction to the integration and application of interdisciplinary concepts to contemporary natural resource and environmental issues.

HDNRE 575: Ethical Issues in Human Dimensions of Natural Resources and the Environment

3 Credits
Introduction to ethical issues in human dimensions of natural resources and the environment.

HDNRE 590: Human Dimensions in Natural Resources and the Environment Colloquium

1 Credits
Professional socialization and training, development, and assessment of meta-theoretical frameworks and cohort building.

Prerequisite: admissions to the HDNRE dual-title intercollege degree program

HDNRE 596: Individual Studies

1-9 Credits/Maximum of 12
Creative projects, including nonthesis research, which are supervised on an individual basis and which fall outside the scope of formal courses.

HDNRE 600: Thesis Research

1-15 Credits/Maximum of 999
No description.